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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
March 4, 2022 – April 3, 2022 

 
1st Station 

The Woman and her seed are condemned to death 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
    
Beloved Serapis Bey and the Great Seraphim and Cherubim, and 
beloved Goddess of Liberty and the Lords of Karma with the twenty-
four elders: clear the perversions on the 6/12 and 7/1 axes, and the       
Base-of-the-Spine and Seat-of-the-Soul chakras manifesting as all 
indecision, self-pity and self-justification/ ingratitude, thoughtlessness 
and spiritual blindness in my four lower bodies; and amplify the God 
qualities of these axes, manifesting as God-Harmony and Supply, and 
God-Gratitude. 
 
OM AIM NAMAHA   /   OM AIM NAMAHA     / AIM / 
OM VAM NAMAHA   /   OM HRIM NAMAHA   / GLOUM 
 
Beloved Padma Sambhava, Vajrasattva, Kuan Yin and the five Dhyani 
Buddhas, remove the poisons of the 6:30/12:30 axis, manifesting as 
world chaos, non-being, non-will, fear, doubt, non-belief in God and 
the unmerciful heart in my four lower bodies; and magnify the 
corresponding Wisdoms of: Resolution and World Transmutation 
and the Diamond Will of God and Mercy. 
 
OM AH HUM VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HUM   / 
OM VAJRASATTVA HUM   /   OM MANI PADME HUM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual,  

intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 
Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing, and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age. 
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
April 4, 2022 – May 3, 2022 

 
2nd Station 

The Woman and her seed are made to bear their cross. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Goddess of Liberty and Lords of Karma with the Twenty-
Four Elders, and beloved Lord Lanto and the Lords of Wisdom: clear 
the perversions on 7/1 and 8/2 axes and the seat-of-the-soul and the 
solar-plexus chakras, manifesting as all ingratitude, thoughtlessness, 
spiritual blindness, injustice, frustration, and anxiety in my four lower 
bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting as 
God-Gratitude and God-Justice. 
	
OM VAM NAMAHA   /   OM HRIM NAMAHA    /   GLOUM / 
OM RAM NAMAHA   /   OM SHRIM NAMAHA   /   HRIM 
	
Beloved Vairochana and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons 
of the 7:30/1:30 axis, manifesting as ignorance in my four lower 
bodies; and magnify the corresponding wisdom manifesting as all-
pervading wisdom of the Dharmakaya and the Dharmadhatu. 

OM VAIROCHANA OM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

	
May 4, 2022 – June 3, 2022 

 
3rd Station 

The Woman and her seed fall for the first time. 
 

 In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  

 
Beloved Lord Lanto and the Lords of Wisdom, and beloved Mighty 
Victory and the Lords of Individuality: clear the perversions on 8/2 
and 9/3 axes, and the solar-plexus and the heart chakras, manifesting 
as all injustice, frustration, anxiety, all dishonesty, intrigue and 
treachery in my four lower bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of 
these axes, manifesting as God-Justice and God-Reality. 
 
OM RAM NAMAHA   /   OM SHRIM NAMAHA   /   HRIM   / 
OM YAM NAMAHA   / OM AIM HRIM KLIM CHAMUDAYNE 
VICHE   /   KLIM 
 

Beloved Akshobhya and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons 
of the 8:30/2:30 axis, manifesting as anger and hate and hate creation 
in my four lower bodies; and magnify the corresponding wisdom 
manifesting as Mirrorlike Wisdom. 
 
OM AKSHOBHYA HUM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age. 
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
June 4, 2022 – July 3, 2022 

 
4th Station 

The Woman and her seed meet their afflicted Mother. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Mighty Victory and the Lords of Individuality, and beloved 
Elohim Cyclopea and the Lords of Form: clear the perversions on the 
9/3 and 10/4 axes, and the heart and the third-eye chakras, manifesting 
as all dishonesty, intrigue, treachery, all selfishness, self-love, and 
idolatry in my four lower bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of 
these axes, manifesting as God Reality and God-Vision. 
 
OM YAM NAMAHA / OM AIM HRIM KLIM CHAMUDAYNE 
VICHE    /   KLIM / OM NAMAHA   /   OM KRIM NAMAHA   /   
SHRIM 

 
Beloved Ratnasambhava and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the 
poisons of the 9:30/3:30 axis, manifesting as spiritual, intellectual, and 
human pride in my four lower bodies and magnify the corresponding 
wisdom manifesting as the Wisdom of Equality. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
July 4, 2022 – August 3, 2022 

 
5th Station 

Simon the Cyrenian helps the Woman and her seed bear their cross. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Elohim Cyclopea and the Lords of Form and beloved Lord 
Maitreya and the Lords of Mind: clear the perversions on 10/4 and 
11/5 axes, and the third-eye and the throat chakras, manifesting as all 
selfishness, self-love, idolatry, all resentment, revenge and retaliation 
in my four lower bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of these axes, 
manifesting as God-Vision and God-Victory. 
 
OM NAMAHA   /   OM KRIM NAMAHA   /   SHRIM / 
OM HAM NAMAHA   /   OM SOU HU NAMAHA   /   SOU HU 

 
Beloved Amitabha and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons 
of the 10:30/4:30 axis, manifesting as the passions, all cravings, 
covetousness, greed and lust in my four lower bodies; and magnify the 
corresponding wisdom manifesting as Discriminating Wisdom. 

OM AMITABHA HRIH 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
August 4, 2022 – September 3, 2022 

 
6th Station 

Veronica wipes the face of the Woman and her seed. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Lord Maitreya and the Lords of Mind, and beloved Great 
Divine Director and the Seven Archangels: clear the perversions on 
11/5 and 12/6 axes, and the throat and the crown chakras, manifesting 
as all resentment, revenge, retaliation, criticism, condemnation. 
judgment, and all black magic in my four lower bodies; and amplify 
the God qualities of these axes, manifesting as God-Victory and God-
Power. 
 
OM HAM NAMAHA   /   OM SOU HU NAMAHA   /   SOU HU / 
AUM   /   OM AIM HRIM SHRIM KLIM SOU HU OM   /   AUM 
 
Beloved Amoghasiddhi and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the 
poisons of the 11:30/5:30 axis, manifesting as envy and jealousy in my 
four lower bodies; and magnify the corresponding wisdom, 
manifesting as All-Accomplishing Wisdom and Wisdom of Perfected 
Action. 
 
OM AMOGHASIDDHI AH 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 

I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
September 4, 2022 – October 3, 2022 

 
7st Station 

The Woman and her seed fall the second time. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 

Beloved Great Divine Director and the Seven Archangels, and beloved 
Saint Germain and the Angelic Hosts of Light: clear the perversions on 
12/6 and 1/7 axes and the crown and the seat-of-the-soul chakras, 
manifesting as all criticism, condemnation, judgment, all black magic, 
hatred, mild dislike, and all witchcraft in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting as God-Power 
and God-Love. 
 
AUM   /   OM AIM HRIM SHRIM KLIM SOU HU OM   / AUM / 
OM VAM NAMAHA   /   OM HRIM NAMAHA   /   GLOUM 
 
Beloved Vajrasattva, Padma Sambhava, Avalokitesvara/Kuan Yin and 
the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons of the 12:30/6:30 axis, 
manifesting as non-being, non-will, fear, doubt, non-belief in 
God, world chaos and the unmerciful heart in my four lower bodies; 
and magnify the corresponding wisdom, manifesting as the Diamond 
Will of God, Resolution and World Transmutation and Mercy. 
 
OM VAJRASATTVA HUM   /   OM AH HUM VAJRA GURU 
PADMA SIDDHI HUM   /   OM MANI PADME HUM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 

selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 
Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY  

 
                       October 4, 2022 – November 3, 2022 
 

8th Station 
The Woman and her seed console the Holy Women. 

 
In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Saint Germain and the Angelic Hosts of Light, and beloved 
Jesus Christ and the Great Hosts of the Ascended Masters: clear the 
perversions on 1/7 and 2/8 axes, and the seat-of-the-soul and the solar-
plexus chakras, manifesting as all hatred, mild dislike, witchcraft, 
doubt, fear, human questioning, and records of death in my four lower 
bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting as 
God-Love and God-Mastery. 
 
OM VAM NAMAHA   /   OM HRIM NAMAHA   /   GLOUM / 
OM RAM NAMAHA   /   OM SHRIM NAMAHA   /   HRIM 
 
Beloved Vairochana and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons 
of the 1:30/7:30 axis, manifesting as ignorance in my four lower 
bodies; and magnify the corresponding wisdom, manifesting as All 
Pervading Wisdom of the Dharmakaya and the Dharmadhatu. 

OM VAIROCHANA OM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 

I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
November 4, 2022 – December 3, 2022 

 
9th Station 

The	Woman	and	her	seed	fall	for	the	third	time.	
	

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Jesus Christ and the Great Hosts of the Ascended Masters, 
and beloved Helios and the Great Central Sun Magnet: clear the 
perversions on 2/8 and 3/9 axes, and the solar-plexus and the heart 
chakras, manifesting as doubt, fear, human questioning, records of 
death, conceit, deceit, arrogance, ego, and selfishness in my four lower 
bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting as 
God-Mastery and God-Control. 
 
OM RAM NAMAHA   /   OM SHRIM NAMAHA   /   HRIM   / 
OM YAM NAMAHA   / OM AIM HRIM KLIM CHAMUDAYNE 
VICHE   /   KLIM 

 
Beloved Akshobhya and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons 
of the 2:30/8:30 axis, manifesting as anger, hate and hate creation in 
my four lower bodies; and magnify the corresponding wisdom 
manifesting as Mirrorlike Wisdom. 
 
OM AKSHOBHYA HUM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
                           December 4, 2022 – January 3, 2023  
 
                                             10th Station 

The Woman and her seed are stripped of their garments. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Helios and the Great Central Sun Magnet, and beloved God-
Obedience and the Seven Mighty Elohim: clear the perversions on the 
3/9 and 4/10 axes, and the heart and third eye chakras, manifesting as 
conceit, deceit, arrogance, ego, selfishness, disobedience, 
stubbornness, defiance of the law, all rebellion manifesting in my four 
lower bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting 
as God-Control and God-Obedience. 
 
OM YAM NAMAHA / OM AIM HRIM KLIM CHAMUDAYNE 
VICHE   /   KLIM   /   OM NAMAHA   /  OM KRIM NAMAHA   /   
SHRIM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the 
poisons of the 3:30/9:30 axis, manifesting as the poisons of spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride in my four lower bodies, and amplify the 
corresponding wisdom manifesting as the Wisdom of Equality. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
January 4, 2023 – February 3, 2023  

 
11th Station 

The Woman and her seed are nailed to the cross. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved God Obedience and the Seven Mighty Elohim, and beloved 
El Morya, and the Legions of Mercury: clear the perversions on the 
4/10 and 5/11 axes, and third eye and throat chakras, manifesting as 
disobedience, stubbornness, defiance of the law, all rebellion, envy, 
jealousy, and ignorance of the law manifesting in my four lower 
bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting as 
God-Obedience and God-Wisdom. 
 
OM NAMAHA    /   OM KRIM NAMAHA    /   SHRIM / 
OM HAM NAMAHA    /   OM SOU HU NAMAHA    /   SOU HU 
 
Beloved Amitabha and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons 
of the 4:30/10:30 axes, manifesting as the poisons of the passions, all 
cravings, covetousness, greed, and lust in my four lower bodies, and 
amplify the corresponding wisdom manifesting as Discriminating 
Wisdom.  
 
OM AMITAHA HRIH 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps, steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
February 4, 2023 – March 3, 2023 

 
12th Station 

The Woman and her seed die on the cross. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved El Morya and the Legions of Mercury, and beloved Serapis 
Bey and the Great Seraphim and Cherubim: clear the perversions on 
the 5/11 and 6/12 axes, and the throat and the base of the spine 
chakras, manifesting as all envy, jealousy, ignorance of the law, all 
indecision, self-pity, and self-justification manifesting in my four 
lower bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting 
as God-Wisdom and God- Harmony. 
 
OM HAM NAMAHA   /   OM SOU HU NAMAHA    /   SOU HU /  
OM AIM NAMAHA    / OM AIM NAMAHA   / AIM 
 
Beloved Amoghasiddhi and the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the 
poisons of the 5:30/11:30 axis, manifesting as the poisons of envy and 
jealousy in my four lower bodies, and amplify the corresponding 
wisdom manifesting as All-Accomplishing Wisdom and Wisdom of 
Perfected Action. 
 
OM AMOGHASIDDHI AH 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 
selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 

Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
March 4, 2023 – April 3, 2023 

  
13th Station 

The Woman and her seed are taken down from the cross. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 

Beloved Serapis Bey, Great Seraphim and Cherubim, and beloved 
Goddess of Liberty and Lords of Karma with the Twenty-Four Elders: 
clear the perversions on 6/12 and 7/1 axes and the base-of-the-spine 
and the seat-of-the-soul chakras, manifesting as all indecision, self-
pity, self-justification, ingratitude, thoughtlessness, and spiritual 
blindness in my four lower bodies; and amplify the God-qualities of 
these axes, manifesting as God-Harmony and God-Gratitude. 
 
OM AIM NAMAHA   /   OM AIM NAMAHA   /   AIM / 
OM VAM NAMAHA   /   OM HRIM NAMAHA   /   GLOUM 
 
Beloved Padma Sambhava, Vajrasattva, Kuan Yin and the five Dhyani 
Buddhas, remove the poisons of the 6:30/12:30 axis, manifesting as 
world chaos, non-being, non-will, fear, doubt, non-belief in God and 
the unmerciful heart in my four lower bodies; and magnify the 
corresponding Wisdoms of: Resolution and World Transmutation 
and the Diamond Will of God and Mercy. 
 
OM AH HUM VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHI HUM / 
OM VAJRASATTVA HUM   /   OM MANI PADME HUM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 

selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 
Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 
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PRAYER FOR SERAPIS BEY’S 14-MONTH CYCLE IN THE 
THIRD SECRET-RAY SPHERE OF THE CAUSAL BODY 

 
April 4, 2023 –May 3, 2023 

 
14th Station 

The Woman and her seed are laid in the sepulcher. 
 

In the name of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, in the 
name of Serapis Bey, I call to the Great Central Sun Magnet for the 
amplification of the third secret-ray sphere of my casual body by the 
power of ascension’s flame.  
 
Beloved Great Divine Director and the Seven Archangels, and beloved 
Saint Germain and the Angelic Hosts of Light: clear the perversions on 
12/6 and 1/7 axes and the crown and the seat-of-the-soul chakras, 
manifesting as all criticism, condemnation, judgment, black magic, 
hatred, mild dislike, and all witchcraft in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these axes, manifesting as God-Power 
and God-Love. 
 
AUM   /   OM AIM HRIM SHRIM KLIM SOU HU OM   / AUM / 
OM VAM NAMAHA   /   OM HRIM NAMAHA   /   GLOUM   
 
Beloved Vajrasattva, Padma Sambhava, Avalokitesvara/Kuan Yin and 
the five Dhyani Buddhas, remove the poisons of the 12:30/6:30 axis, 
manifesting as non-being, non-will, fear, doubt, non-belief in 
God, world chaos and the unmerciful heart in my four lower bodies; 
and magnify the corresponding wisdom, manifesting as the Diamond 
Will of God, Resolution and World Transmutation and Mercy. 
 
OM VAJRASATTVA HUM   /   OM AH HUM VAJRA GURU 
PADMA SIDDHI HUM   /   OM MANI PADME HUM 
 
Beloved Ratnasambhava, clear the perversions of the 9:30, 9:00, and 
10:00 o’clock lines of the cosmic clock, manifesting as spiritual, 
intellectual, and human pride; dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery; and 

selfishness, self-love, and idolatry in my four lower bodies; and 
amplify the God-qualities of these lines, manifesting as the Wisdom of 
Equality, God-Reality and God-Vision. I call for the transmutation 
month by month of all karma that I have ever made on the third secret-
ray chakra as well as on the heart and third-eye chakras. 
 
OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM 
 
Beloved Serapis Bey, as the spiral of the third secret-ray sphere 
meshes with the planet, protect and guide me in separating out from 
the not-self, the dweller, and the fallen ones; while declaring my 
integration with the Great Guru and my allegiance with the will of 
God. Help me stand in the Light, receive the Light, and then move on 
while bringing up the rear in those areas where I have skipped some 
steps. May I learn the lessons of this balancing act. 
 
Beloved Elohim of the five secret rays and Mighty Cosmos, beloved 
Vajrasattva and the Five Dhyani Buddhas, guide and help me in 
understanding the great opportunity in this cycle for integrating, 
sealing and meshing with the conclusion of Pisces, the beginning of 
Aquarius, and the maintenance of the unbroken link with all ages. 
With the teachings of Lord Maitreya and the path presented by the 
Divine Mother, let me enter this cycle with a certain flame of God 
mastery and continue to develop it day by day. 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, beloved El Morya and Mother Mary, 
let every gain I make on this third secret-ray sphere in my causal body 
strengthen me in keeping the path of the ascension for all people on 
earth. Let this sphere in my causal body be increased geometrically 
that I may keep the ascension flame by living the five wisdoms, 
banishing the five poisons, and being an example of following the path 
of enlightenment to our community as we march together --- one body, 
one heart, one soul, one mind ---to the next Golden Age.  
 
I AM Alpha and Omega in the White Fire Core of Being. (3x) 
 
Let this be done according to God’s holy will. Amen 


